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PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Appellant, The Florida Bar, seeks review of a Report of Referee 

recommending a three-year suspension. 

Appellant will be referred to as The Florida Bar or as the Bar. Christopher 

M. Chestnut, Appellee, will be referred to as Respondent or as Mr. Chestnut 

throughout this brief. References to the Report of Referee shall be by the symbol 

RR followed by the appropriate page number (e.g., RR 7).  

References to specific pleadings shall be made by title. References to items 

listed on the Index to Pleadings shall be by Index and number (e.g., Index No. 3). 

References to items listed on the Supplement to Index to Pleadings shall be by 

Supp. Index and number (e.g., Supp. Index No. 3). References to the transcript of 

the final hearing are by symbol TR followed by the appropriate page number (e.g., 

TR 289).  

References to Bar exhibits shall be by the symbol TFB Ex. followed by the 

appropriate exhibit number (e.g., TFB Ex. 10). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The procedural history of this case is both unusual and complicated. After 

findings of probable cause, The Florida Bar filed a three-count Complaint against 

Respondent. (Index No. 1). The Bar also served Respondent with discovery 

requests. The Honorable Curtis J. Neal was appointed to preside. (Index No. 6). 

Respondent filed his Answer and Affirmative Defenses, two motions to dismiss, 

and a motion for summary judgment. (Index Nos. 8-12). Respondent’s motions 

were denied. (Index No. 18). The case was set for final hearing. (Index No. 14). 

The Bar served additional discovery requests. (Index Nos. 19-20). Respondent 

served discovery requests. (Index No. 37). Respondent served an answer to the 

Bar’s Interrogatories but provided no documents in production. (Index Nos. 26-29, 

31-34 & 40-41). The Bar responded to Respondent’s Interrogatories. The Bar 

moved to compel twice. (Index Nos 30 & 50). Additional discovery disputes 

ensued. Shortly before the final hearing, Respondent successfully moved to 

disqualify Judge Neal. (Index Nos. 71 & 73). Respondent continued serving 

discovery requests. Respondent served Georgia subpoenas duces tecum for 

depositions which the Bar moved to quash. (Index No. 75). The Honorable Gary L. 

Sanders was appointed to preside. (Index No. 78). After revealing that he had a 

familiarity with Respondent in the past, Respondent asked Judge Sanders to recuse 

himself which he did. (Index No. 84). The Honorable Jonathan D. Ohlman was 
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appointed to preside. (Index No. 85). The case was reset for final hearing. (Index 

Nos. 88 & 115). The parties filed their pre-trial memoranda and their final witness 

and exhibit lists. (Index Nos. 94-97). After Respondent’s additional discovery 

requests, the final hearing was held. (Index No. 100-08 & 110-14). On day two of 

the final hearing, very nearly at the end of the day, Respondent moved orally to 

disqualify Judge Neal. Respondent then filed a timely written motion to disqualify 

followed by an untimely amended motion to disqualify. (Index Nos. 133-34). 

Judge Neal denied both motions to disqualify. (Index No. 135). Respondent filed in 

this Court a Petition for Writ of Prohibition which remains pending. (Index No. 

136). Judge Neal entered his Report of Referee and a Supplement to Report of 

Referee. (Index No. 140 & Supp. Index 145). Judge Neal recommended a three-

year suspension noting that if this Court ordered a suspension in Respondent’s 

previous and still pending cases, then his recommendation would be disbarment. 

(Index No. 140 & Supp. Index 145). Respondent unsuccessfully moved the trial 

court to vacate its orders. (Supp. Index No. 143-44). Respondent filed in this Court 

his Motion to Supplement the Record to which the Bar responded. The Bar filed its 

Notice of Intent to Seek Review of the Report of Referee’s recommendation of a 

three-year suspension. Respondent recently filed his Cross- Notice of Intent to 

Seek Review on a multitude of issues. This is the Bar’s Brief on appeal. 
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STATEMENT OF THE FACTS 

COUNT I – TFB FILE NO. 2017-00,114(4B) 
COMPLAINT OF RAMONA BERRY 

Although Ms. Berry was scheduled to appear at the final hearing via Skype 

because of medical reasons (Index Nos. 46 and 55), on the day of trial, the Bar 

advised the Court that she was not available at all likely for medical reasons (TR 7-

25 and Supp. Index No. 145). As a result, the Court accepted into evidence (TR 41) 

TFB Ex. 2 (Index No. 117) which is the excerpt of Ms. Berry’s testimony from 

SC16-1589. This same testimony is contained in Respondent’s Ex. 2 (Index No. 

119) which is the full transcript of the SC16-1589 hearing. 

On February 6, 2014, Ramona Berry’s daughter, Diedre Spear, was killed in 

an automobile accident in Atlanta, Georgia, leaving behind a minor son. (RR 2, 

TFB Ex. 1A, p. 3, TFB Ex. 2, pp. 173-75). On or about February 7, 2014, Ms. 

Berry went to the Gregory Levitt Funeral Home to make arrangements for her 

daughter’s funeral. (RR 2, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 3, TFB Ex. 2, pp. 175). While at the 

funeral home, Respondent approached Ms. Berry and told her he was close friends 

with the funeral home director and that he would be able to assist her with both 

paying for the funeral and receiving insurance money for her daughter’s death. (RR 

2, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 3, TFB Ex. 2, pp. 176-78). In her testimony at the Bar’s 

emergency suspension hearing, Ms. Berry testified that Mr. Levitt introduced her 
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to Mr. Chestnut and said he was a wrongful death lawyer. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 2, pp. 

176-78). Respondent gave Ms. Berry a contingency fee agreement to retain him 

which Ms. Berry signed. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 3, TFB Ex. 2, p. 246). 

According to Ms. Berry, Respondent also presented her with a loan 

application from University Funds explaining that this would help with funeral 

expenses. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 4, TFB Ex. 2, pp. 176-78, 181-82, 185). Ms. 

Berry filled out the application as instructed by Respondent and a Purchase 

Agreement was signed on February 24, 2014. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 4). Ms. Berry 

alleges that, a few days later, Respondent told her to go to the courthouse and 

complete an application for temporary guardianship of her grandson. (RR 3, TFB 

Ex. 1A, p. 4). He told her that she needed to mail him the final order once it was 

received. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 4). Ms. Berry did as Respondent instructed. (RR 

3, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 4). 

Ms. Berry testified that, after that point, she had no further communication 

with the Respondent. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 2, p. 178, 204). From time to time, his office 

representatives would contact Ms. Berry with documents to sign. (RR 3, TFB Ex. 

2, p. 204). 

In late February 2014, Ms. Berry was contacted by Brenda Bates, an 

attorney in Georgia. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 4, TFB Ex. 2, p. 178, 201). Ms. Bates 
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advised Ms. Berry that she was with The Chestnut Firm and would be assisting her 

with setting up a trust for her grandson. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 4). 

At some point prior to April 28, 2016, Respondent appeared at Ms. Berry’s 

home to speak with her about a Florida Bar complaint that had been filed by 

Anthony Jordan, Sr. the minor’s father. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 5, TFB Ex. 2, p. 

204). 

Respondent asked Ms. Berry to sign an affidavit that he would prepare and 

bring back for her signature. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 5, TFB Ex. 2, p. 188). A few 

days later, on April 28, 2016, Pansy King and Eric Echols came to Ms. Berry’s 

home with what she believed to be the affidavit, although she indicated that she did 

not have an opportunity to review the contents. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 2, p. 190-91). 

Ms. King and Mr. Echols indicated where Ms. Berry was to sign, took the 

executed document and told Ms. Berry they would mail her a copy. (RR 4, TFB 

Ex. 2, p. 190-91). Ms. Berry said she never received a copy of the affidavit from 

Respondent or his office. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 1A, p. 5, TFB Ex. 2, p. 188-89, 191-92, 

214, 218). In fact, according to Ms. Berry, the first time she saw the contents of the 

April 28, 2016, affidavit was when she was provided a copy by The Florida Bar 

staff investigator. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 2, p. 208, 214-17, 269). 

Ms. Berry alleges, and has indicated in the past, that numerous statements 

made in the affidavit are untrue, and, if she had been given an adequate 
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opportunity to review it in detail, she never would have signed it. (RR 4, TFB Ex. 

2, p. 195-205, 214). 

COUNT II – TFB FILE NO. 2017-00,249(4D) 
COMPLAINT OF ALEX APOSTOLOU 

Mr. Alex Apostolou, an attorney licensed to practice law in South Carolina 

(TR 10), was retained by a long-standing client, Tenisha Gibbs, after her nine-year-

old daughter was killed by a drunk driver. (RR 5, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24, TR 64). Ms. 

Gibbs had engaged the services of Dickerson Mortuary in North Charleston 

regarding funeral arrangements for her daughter. (RR 5, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24, TR 65). 

On October 28, 2016, Mr. Apostolou received a call from an individual he 

identified as “Kelly” at Dickerson Mortuary who asked him for his credit card to 

ensure that Mr. Apostolou, as Ms. Gibbs’ attorney, would pay the funeral 

expenses. (RR 5, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24, TR 65). Mr. Apostolou explained to Kelly that 

he could neither make nor guarantee payment because it was in violation of the 

Rules of Ethics that applied to South Carolina lawyers. (RR 5, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24, 

TR 66). 

Mr. Apostolou also explained that payment could be made from the estate 

after funds had been recovered in the civil case. (RR 5, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24, TR 66). 

He stated that Kelly responded that attorneys pay for funerals all the time. (RR 5, 

TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24). 
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When Mr. Apostolou asked Kelly which attorneys she was speaking of, she 

identified Chris Chestnut out of Florida. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 24, TR 67). 

Shortly thereafter, Mr. Apostolou explained to his client that ethics rules 

prohibited him, or any other attorney, from paying for funerals. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, 

p. 24, TR 68). Ms. Gibbs told him that the funeral people had told her that if her 

attorney would not pay for the funeral, she had the wrong attorney and that they 

had an attorney in Florida that would pay for the funeral, no questions asked. (RR 

6, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 25, TR 74). 

On October 31, 2016, Mr. Apostolou received another call from Kelly who 

said that Ms. Gibbs was in the room with her at the mortuary. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, 

p. 25, TR 69). Kelly told Mr. Apostolou that the funeral bill was $13,500 and 

asked him whether he was going to authorize payment. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 25, 

TR 69). Mr. Apostolou again told her that he could not pay for the funeral, but that 

the expenses could likely be paid by the estate after recovery. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, 

p. 25, TR 69). 

Kelly said “OK” and hung up. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 25, TR 69). Within 

minutes, Mr. Apostolou received a call from his client, Ms. Gibbs, informing him 

that he was fired and that she was going with “their” lawyer. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 

25, TR 69). 
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Mr. Apostolou accompanied by Ariel Pitman from his office, whom Mr. 

Apostolou brought as a witness, went immediately to the mortuary where he met 

with Ms. Gibbs and Mr. Dickerson - the owner and funeral director. (RR 6, TFB 

Ex. 1I, p. 25, TR 70). Mr. Dickerson showed Mr. Apostolou the bill and told him 

that attorneys often paid the bill as a courtesy to their clients. (RR 6, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 

25, TR 71). 

When asked, Mr. Dickerson confirmed that the attorney he was referring to 

was the Respondent, Chris Chestnut. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 25, TR 71). Eventually, 

Ms. Gibbs left with Mr. Apostolou, continued with Mr. Apostolou as her attorney, 

and moved her daughter’s body to another mortuary. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 25, TR 

74). According to Ms. Gibbs, once Kelly hung up with Mr. Apostolou on the 31st, 

she was told to fire him and hire Respondent because he would pay for everything. 

(RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 25, TR 75). 

Ms. Gibbs also told Mr. Apostolou that before he showed up at the 

mortuary, the owner had gone to his office to get Respondent’s phone number to 

call and sign her up. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 26, TR 75). 

Shortly before the incident with Ms. Gibbs, Mr. Apostolou related another 

incident in which another individual, Mary Ann Heyward, the mother of an 

existing client, Tiesha Heyward, came to see Mr. Apostolou. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 

26, TR 77). She told him that she had received a letter from the Chestnut Law Firm 
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informing her that they had dropped her son’s case but when she tried to contact 

the firm, she received no answer. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 26, TR 77). 

Ms. Heyward explained that her son, Deontae Reed, had been shot and killed 

at a Waffle House in Charleston County, South Carolina. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 26, 

TR 78). A few days after the incident, an investigator appeared at Ms. Heyward’s 

door and told her he was sent there by the Victim’s Advocate, Teri Porcel, from the 

prosecutor’s office. (RR 7, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 26, TR 78-79). 

The investigator further told her that The Chestnut Law Firm was brought in 

to handle her civil case and proceeded to sign up the family. (RR 8, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 

26, TR 79). Since the investigator had mentioned the 9th Circuit Victim’s 

Advocate, Mr. Apostolou contacted Ms. Porcel and the prosecutor, Mr. Nelson. 

(RR 8, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 26, TR 79-80). 

According to Ms. Porcel, she had never heard of The Chestnut Law Firm 

before. (RR 8, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 27, TR 79-80). And Mr. Nelson indicated that when 

he called The Chestnut Firm, he was told that they were “shocked and surprised” 

by the allegations and restated that he did not believe anyone with the prosecutor’s 

office would have made such statements. (RR 8, TFB Ex. 1I, p. 26, TR 80). 

COUNT III – TFB FILE NO. 2017-00,306(4D) 
COMPLAINT OF JAMIE AGNEW 
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Jamie Agnew previously worked as an attorney with the Chestnut Firm in 

the Atlanta office. She stated that she was and is licensed to practice law in 

Georgia and filed a grievance concerning her involvement with the Chestnut firm. 

(RR 8, TFB Ex. 1N, p. 128, TR 154-55). 

Ms. Agnew left Respondent’s employ somewhat abruptly in December 

2015. (RR 8, TFB Ex. 1N, p. 128). Thereafter, Ms. Agnew was told on more than 

one occasion that Respondent’s law firm’s website still listed her as an employee. 

(RR8, TFB Ex. 1N, p. 128, TR 155, 158-59). On December 1, 2016, after Ms. 

Agnew verified that both her biography and photo were still listed on Respondent’s 

website, she sent Respondent a certified cease and desist letter demanding that he 

remove her likeness and all mention of her previous employment within five days. 

(RR 8-9, TFB Ex. 1N, p. 128, TR 155-56 & 160-61). 

Respondent filed no response with the Bar, although he has removed Ms. 

Agnew’s information from his website in January of 2017. (RR 9). However, as of 

the date of Ms. Agnew’s inquiry, The Chestnut Firm employed only one attorney, 

Respondent himself, who never produced evidence that he is licensed to practice 

law in any state other than Florida. (RR 9). Despite Respondent’s protestations, if 

he employed other attorneys, it raises questions as to why he would not have listed 

them on his website. (RR 9, TR 155). Finally, the best evidence is that Ms. Agnew 
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was left on the website as an attorney with the Chestnut Firm for months after her 

departure, allowing the public to believe that she was still with the firm. (RR 9). 

In his response to Ms. Agnew’s complaints,1 Respondent claimed that “The 

Chestnut Firm is a national law firm with a multi-jurisdictional practice.” (RR 9, 

TFB Ex 1K, p. 36). 

Respondent also stated that “The Chestnut Firm has clear policies and 

procedures to properly and efficiently manage the multi-jurisdictional practice by 

associating appropriate counsel, if necessary, and fully complying with the 

respective laws, regulations and rules of conduct regardless of the venue.” (RR 9, 

TFB Ex 1K, p. 36). Also, although the Respondent attempted to avoid 

responsibility by noting that his website was maintained by a third party, an 

attorney’s obligation to the public supersedes any shifting of duty to a third party, 

particularly an individual not licensed by The Florida Bar, in something so 

important as a website which can be viewed by the public in determining whether 

to hire a particular lawyer or law firm. (RR 9-10). 

                                           
1 Although in the Report of Referee (Index No. 140), Judge Ohlman finds that 
these statements were made in response to Ms. Agnew’s grievance, in fact, these 
statements were made by Respondent in response to Mr. Apostolou’s grievance. 
Please see TFB Ex. 1K, pp 34-38. Judge Ohlman correctly found that Respondent 
did not respond to Ms. Agnew’s grievance on page 9 of the Report of Referee. 
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

This Court has charged The Florida Bar with protecting the public by 

pursuing and investigating complaints against attorneys and seeking appropriate 

disciplinary action. Disbarment, the most extreme of disciplinary measures, cannot 

be sought by the Bar absent an equally extreme fact pattern which supports such a 

result. This Court considers previous disciplinary history and increases the 

sanctions where appropriate dealing more harshly with cumulative misconduct 

than with isolated misconduct and with cumulative misconduct of a similar nature 

warranting an even more severe discipline than might dissimilar conduct. 

Given Respondent’s long history of cumulative misconduct in the case at 

bar, and in Respondent’s other cases pending before this Court, the Referee’s 

recommendation of a three-year suspension is unsupported by case-law and the 

Florida Standards for Imposing Sanctions. In addition to myriad findings of 

misconduct, Respondent’s outlandish abuses during both the discovery phase and 

the final hearing conclusively demonstrate that he presents a threat to the legal 

profession. With a total disregard for discovery deadlines and a repeated lack of 

deference toward the court’s orders, Respondent engaged in pathological attempts 

to thwart the trial process by creating as much confusion and delay as possible. 
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The Florida Bar seeks disbarment based on Respondent’s overt falsehoods 

and omissions and the threat that such behavior poses to his ability to practice law 

and be a competent member of the legal profession. 

Respondent’s odious solicitation of Ms. Berry took place at a funeral home 

where she had gone to make burial arrangements and at time when she was 

emotionally fragile and vulnerable. In addition, Respondent intended to keep Ms. 

Agnew’s likeness on his website for more than one year after her departure for the 

sole purpose of misinforming the public that Respondent was authorized to 

practice law in Georgia when he was not. Respondent’s other cases pending before 

this Court are replete with examples of Respondent’s additional misconduct 

including solicitation, incompetent representation, lack of diligence and 

communication, excessive fee, illegal fee contract, conflict of interest, failure to 

supervise both lawyers and non-lawyers, dishonesty, fraud, deceit, and 

misrepresentation, and failure to hold in trust disputed funds. 

This Court has held that disbarment was warranted for an attorney’s multiple 

instances of misconduct. Similarly, this Court has held that disbarment was 

warranted for an attorney who devised schemes and other improper plans to 

directly solicit vulnerable clients by using other attorneys and non-attorney 

employees. In light of the foregoing, Respondent should be disbarred. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. DISBARMENT AS JUSTICE SO REQUIRES 

The Florida Bar’s mandate is to protect the public by pursuing and 

investigating complaints against attorneys and seeking appropriate disciplinary 

action based on the facts of each case and applicable legal authority. See generally, 

The Fla. Bar v. Adams, 198 So. 3d 593 (Fla. 2016); The Fla. Bar v. Cox, 794 So. 

2d 1278 (Fla. 2001). Disbarment, the most extreme of disciplinary measures, 

cannot be sought by the Bar without a solid foundation of facts and law supporting 

such a result. See generally, The Fla. Bar v. Dupee, 160 So. 3d 838 (Fla. 2015); 

The Fla. Bar v. Williams, 604 So. 2d 447 (Fla. 1992); The Fla. Bar v. Kassier, 711 

So. 2d 515 (Fla. 1998). 

In determining the appropriate discipline, this Court considers previous 

disciplinary history and increases the sanctions where appropriate dealing more 

harshly with cumulative misconduct than with isolated misconduct and with 

cumulative misconduct of a similar nature warranting an even more severe 

discipline than might dissimilar conduct. See, The Fla. Bar v. Vining, 761 So. 2d 

1044 (Fla. 2000). See also generally, The Fla. Bar v. Bern, 425 So. 2d 526 

(Fla.1982). In fact, “[t]he Supreme Court generally imposes a greater sanction for 

cumulative misconduct than for isolated misconduct.” The Fla. Bar v. 

D’Ambrosio, 25 So. 3d 1209, 1220 (Fla. 2009). 
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From time to time, some cases will arise containing facts so egregious in 

their violative nature that disbarment is the only rational course of action. Far from 

retributivism, disbarment is sought to protect the public from potential danger and 

to uphold the standards of justice among Bar members -- a vital component of The 

Florida Bar’s mission. See specifically, Standards 7.0 and 7.1, Violations of Other 

Duties Owed as a Professional, Florida Standards For Imposing Lawyer Sanctions, 

The Florida Bar (May 2015). 

Given Respondent’s long history of cumulative misconduct in the case at 

bar, and in Respondent’s other cases pending before this Court, the Referee’s 

recommendation of a three-year suspension, as opposed to disbarment, is in direct 

conflict with The Florida Bar’s mandate, the law it seeks to uphold, and the 

fundamentals of justice it is charged with preserving within the legal community. 

As a result, The Florida Bar is compelled to appeal the Referee’s recommendation 

regardless of its benign intent. 
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II. A SERIOUS THREAT TO THE LEGAL PROFESSION 

“Generally speaking, [the] Supreme Court will not second-guess the 

referee’s recommended discipline in attorney discipline proceedings as long as it 

has a reasonable basis in existing case law and the Florida Standards for Imposing 

Lawyer Sanctions.” The Fla. Bar v. D’Ambrosio, supra at 1218. However, “[i]n 

reviewing a referee’s recommended discipline in attorney disciplinary proceedings, 

[the] Supreme Court’s scope of review is broader than that afforded to the referee’s 

findings of fact because, ultimately, it is the Supreme Court’s responsibility to 

order the appropriate sanction.” Id. at 1218. 

Following Respondent’s unwarranted removal of two Referees and his 

attempt to remove the third, a violation of Florida’s Notary Public law (in the 

motion to disqualify), the presentation of altered court transcripts into evidence, 

unfounded allegations of collusion between Bar counsel and the court, and a list of 

verbal and written untruths long enough to first strain and then obliterate credulity, 

The Florida Bar’s assertion that Respondent presents a clear and ongoing threat to 

the legal profession cannot be overstated. 

Despite the list of cumulative misconduct cited above, it is Respondent’s 

outlandish abuses during the discovery phase and during the trial which illustrate 

his most fundamental threat to the legal profession. With a total disregard for 

discovery deadlines and a repeated lack of deference toward the court’s orders, 
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Respondent engaged in pathological attempts to thwart the trial proceedings by 

creating as much confusion and delay during the discovery period as possible in 

the face of impending disciplinary action. 

Throughout the trial process, Respondent ignored the rules of discovery, 

ignored the Court’s orders to compel, misrepresented to the court that documents 

had been produced and had been seen by the Bar, failed to provide copies to the 

Bar during trial, and then reaped the benefit of using hundreds of documents at trial 

which had not been previously produced to the Bar and which deprived the Bar of 

any meaningful opportunity whatsoever to investigate or cross-examine. This 

behavior is also amply demonstrated in Respondent’s other cases pending before 

this Court. 

Repeatedly, Respondent relied upon and introduced documents during the 

two-day trial without having produced a single document in discovery and in 

violation of the court’s orders to compel. “Failure to disclose the subject of witness 

testimony and documents that will be introduced into evidence in violation of 

discovery rules and court orders amounts to trial by ambush, which is another way 

of saying a denial of due process.” J.S.L. Construction Co. v. Levy, 994 So. 2d 394 

(Fla. 3d DCA 2008). 
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III. AN ONGOING THREAT TO THE PUBLIC 

This Honorable Court stated in The Fla. Bar v. Cox, that the purpose of 

attorney discipline is threefold: 

First, to protect the public from unethical conduct but at 
the same time not deny the public the services of a 
qualified attorney; Second, the discipline must be fair to 
the attorney, with the object of correcting the wayward 
tendency in the accused lawyer while offering . . . 
reasonable opportunity for rehabilitation and, Third, 
lawyer discipline must operate as an effective deterrent to 
other lawyers[.]” See specifically, The Fla. Bar v. Cox, 
794 So. 2d 1278 (Fla. 2001). 

As previously cited, Standard 7.1, of the Florida Standards For Imposing 

Lawyer Sanctions states, “Disbarment is appropriate when a lawyer intentionally 

engages in conduct that is a violation of a duty owed as a professional with the 

intent to obtain a benefit for the lawyer or another, and causes serious or 

potentially serious injury to a client, the public, or the legal system.” See 

specifically, “Standard 7.1, Florida Standards For Imposing Lawyer Standard. 

In the Commentary to this Standard, the Court cites In re W. Jason Mitan, 75 

Ill. 2d 118, 387 N.E. 2d 278 (1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 916 (1979). In that case, 

the attorney submitted numerous false statements and deliberately failed to 

disclose specific information on his application for admission to his state’s Bar. 

Those falsehoods and omissions included the attorney’s failure to “disclose at least 

four of his previous addresses, the wrong birth date, his change of name, a previous 
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marriage, a subsequent divorce, other law schools attended, application for 

admission to another state’s Bar, previous employers and occupations, prior civil 

suits and arrests, and conviction of a felony.” For obvious reasons, the Mitan court 

felt those falsehoods and omissions had a direct effect on Mr. Mitan’s ability to 

practice law and be a competent member of the profession and thus he was 

disbarred. Id. 

Based on the foregoing analysis and for the identical reasons, this Court 

should determine that Mitan, as cited in the Standard, serves as a clear rationale for 

a finding of disbarment in Respondent’s multiple cases and given the many 

violations, now found by two Referees, in these pending matters. 

Judge Neal found that Respondent was guilty of 29 Rule violations. 

Likewise, Judge Ohlman found that Respondent had violated nine Rules. Thus, in 

Respondent’s three cases pending before this Court on appeal, Referees have found 

a total of 38 Rule violations. In The Fla. Bar v. Feige, 937 So. 2d 605 (Fla. 2006) 

this Court held that a three-year suspension was warranted for the attorney’s 

violation of 16 different Bar rules while handling seven different client matters. In 

these cases, Respondent has been found guilty of violating more than double that 

amount which should inexorably lead to disbarment. 

Likewise in The Fla. Bar v. Mavrides, 442 So. 2d 220 (Fla. 1983), this Court 

noted that although separate instances which resulted in violations of the Code of 
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Professional Responsibility, standing alone, would not require disbarment, 

cumulative effect of eight violations of Code warrants disbarment. Moreover, 

based on the facts in the case at bar as well as Respondent’s other pending matters, 

The Florida Bar avers that Mitan is legally analogous insofar as Respondent’s 

blatant disregard for the truth and the threat posed to the public require nothing less 

than disbarment. Id. See also, The Fla. Bar v. Glueck, 985 So. 2d 1052 (Fla. 2008) 

where this Court held that disbarment was warranted for an attorney’s failure to 

provide meaningful assistance to eight clients. 

The Florida Bar seeks disbarment partially based on Respondent’s overt 

falsehoods and omissions and, like Mitan, the threat that such behavior poses to 

Respondent’s “ability to practice law and be a competent member of the legal 

profession.” Mitan, supra. Moreover, the current case is replete with other 

disciplinary issues adding to the cumulative nature of Respondent’s misconduct. 

These include Respondent’s innumerable procedural errors, blatant disregard of the 

rules and legal formalities, incorrect citations to case law, advancement of illusory 

legal arguments which unnecessarily consumed judicial time, and effort and the 

concomitant increase in otherwise preventable financial costs. See, The Fla. Bar v. 

Springer, 873 So. 2d 317 (Fla. 2004)(disbarment warranted for attorney’s multiple 

instances of misconduct, repeated in six matters, in failing to provide competent 
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representation, act with reasonable diligence, keep client reasonably informed, and 

misrepresenting the status of the clients’ matter). 

In The Fla. Bar v. Walkden, 950 So. 2d 407 (Fla. 2007), this Court noted 

that in determining the appropriate discipline, the Court considers prior misconduct 

and cumulative misconduct, and treats cumulative misconduct more severely than 

isolated misconduct. The Court found that disbarment is appropriate where there is 

a pattern of attorney misconduct and a history of discipline. In the case at Bar, and 

in Respondent’s other pending cases, the record is replete with documented 

examples of Respondent’s increasingly numerous disciplinary violations. 

In The Fla. Bar v. Kassier, 711 So. 2d 515 (Fla. 1998), this Court stated “We 

have noted that ‘the extreme sanction of disbarment is to be imposed only in those 

rare cases where rehabilitation is highly improbable.’…” In the case at bar, 

Respondent has repeatedly engaged in willfully obstreperous conduct with the 

singular intent of causing chaos, confusion, and delay, while simultaneously 

forcing the trial court and the Bar to incur additional expense and labor as a result 

of his almost innumerable frivolous and fallacious filings and indecorous and 

belligerent conduct. 

Turning then to the specific conduct found by the Referee in this case, 

Respondent approached Ms. Berry while she was at a funeral home and offered his 

services. This constituted solicitation in violation of Rule 4-7.18. Additionally, 
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Respondent’s solicitation took place at a funeral home where Ms. Berry had gone 

to make burial arrangements and at time when she was surely emotionally fragile 

and vulnerable. In The Fla. Bar v. Barrett, 897 So. 2d 1269 (Fla. 2005), this Court 

held that disbarment was warranted for an attorney who devised schemes and other 

improper plans to directly solicit vulnerable clients by using other attorneys and 

non-attorney employees. In this case, Respondent used the funeral director to put 

him in touch with Ms. Berry at a time when she was susceptible. In like fashion, in 

The Fla. Bar v. Weinstein, 624 So. 2d 261 (Fla. 1993) this Court held that 

disbarment was warranted for soliciting a brain-injured stranger in his hospital 

room, lying to the nurse about being the stranger’s lawyer, and lying under oath 

regarding the truth of claims made in written solicitations despite mitigation. This 

Court stated, “We moreover view Weinstein’s in-person solicitation of a brain-

injured patient in a hospital room, accompanied by lying to health-care personnel, 

as one of the more odious infractions that a lawyer can commit; his conduct brings 

his profession into disrepute and reduces it to a caricature.” 

The Referee also found that Respondent encouraged Ms. Berry to take out 

an advance funding loan so that she could afford the funeral. And he told her to go 

to court and file paperwork and then he hired a Georgia probate attorney for Ms. 

Berry and directed her activities as well. Thereafter, Respondent asked if Ms. 

Berry would sign an affidavit, which she agreed to do, and then later did sign 
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without knowing the contents. All of these acts, found by the Referee, violated 

Rules 4-1.l (competence), 4-1.2 (objectives and scope of representation), 4-1.4 

(communication), 4-8.4(a) (misconduct), and 4-8.4(c)(conduct involving 

dishonesty, fraud, deceit, misrepresentation). In The Fla. Bar v. Springer, 873 So. 

2d 317 (Fla. 2004), this Court held that disbarment was warranted for the 

attorney’s multiple instances of misconduct, repeated in six matters, in failing to 

provide competent representation, act with reasonable diligence, keep client 

reasonably informed, and misrepresenting the status of the clients’ matter. 

In addition, as found by the Referee, Respondent intended to keep Ms. 

Agnew’s likeness on his website for more than one year after her departure for the 

purpose of misinforming the public that Respondent was authorized to practice law 

in Georgia when he was not. These schemes permitted Respondent to continue to 

solicit cases in Georgia even after a finding by a Georgia court that Respondent 

had already engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. This conduct, standing 

alone, warrants disbarment. The Fla. Bar v. D’Ambrosio, 25 So. 3d 1209 (Fla. 

2009)(disbarment warranted for assisting a party with a malpractice action in 

another state where attorney not licensed). 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the above, and throughout the pendency of this case, a troubling 

question has continued to present itself: was/is Respondent’s unremitting lack of 

adherence to the fundamentals of the law and civil procedure born from an 

uncontrollable impulse to subvert the disciplinary process or is it a by-product of 

Respondent’s utter and complete incompetence in mounting his defense? Although 

we may never firmly know the answer to either question, the ineluctable 

conclusion from the foregoing facts, arguments, and case-law is that Respondent’s 

conduct, as amply documented in all of his pending cases, warrants nothing less 

than disbarment. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 
Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel 
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